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Bird Study MB Scenario 
 

SCENARIO:  Your patrol is working on the Bird Study Merit Badge at the High School’s 
Wildlife Center when the patrol observes an unknown bird’s nest in an old oak tree.  Not 
being able to tell what type of bird’s nest it is, a patrol member starts to climb the tree.  
A branch supporting the Scout’s weight suddenly breaks and the Scout falls 
approximately ten feet.  The Scout hits the ground feet first and then hits his head 
against the tree.  Your patrol observes the Scout’s lower right leg is deformed and 
swelling (a broken bone).  The Scout was temporarily knocked unconscious, but regains 
consciousness quickly.  The Scout complains of severe right leg pain and his neck and 
head hurting.  The patrol does not have a cell phone and the closest phone is two miles 
away at the General Store.  The patrol has a basic first aid kit, including splinting 
materials. 
 

ACTION TAKEN POSSIBLE 
POINTS 

POINTS 
EARNED 

SAFETY 5 Max pts  
1. Scouts say they have medical gloves on or do have them  
      on. 

5  

GOING FOR HELP 5 Max pts  
1. Patrol sends two Scouts to call for help  
     (if only 1 scout goes, then 2 points) 

5  

CALLING FOR HELP 35 Max pts  
   1.  The Scout tells what happened   

a. A Scout fell from a tree 5  
b. States the Scout fell 10  feet 5  
c. States the Scout broke his lower right leg 5  

d. States the Scout was knocked unconscious, but is 
now conscious. 

5  

e. States the Scout is complaining of neck and head 
pain 

5  

    2. The Scout explains what is being done to the victim 5  
 3.  The scout gives the location as the High School Wildlife   
      Center & states he will meet rescuers and guide them to  
      the scene. 
      (if only 1 is done, then 2 points) 

5  

STABILIZE VICTIM 20 Max pts  
1. Patrol stabilizes the head by holding the head in the   
     position found and not allowing the patient to move it. 

20  



 2 

TREATMENT FOR SHOCK 5 Max pts  
1.   Keep the victim warm by covering with a blanket. 5  

SPLINTING 30 Max pts  
    1.   Patrol does not move patient at all, including legs, etc.   5  

    2.   Patrol splints the lower right leg 5  
 3.   Splint extends from past the heel of the foot to the   
      middle of the thigh 

10  

4. 1 Splint on each side of the injured limb or if blanket    
      used wraps around both sides 

5  

    5.   Splint is secured so that it does not fall apart or move. 5  
   

TOTAL POINTS 100  
 
 
 

JUDGE’S NAME (PRINT):  ________________________ 
 

JUDGE’S SIGNATURE:  __________________________ 
 

JUDGE’S AFFILIATION: __________________________ 
 


